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It’s hard to beat waking up in your own private paradise surrounded by lush tropical gardens and 

taking a refreshing, undisturbed morning dip in your very own swimming pool just metres away 

from your bed. 

Luxury awaits behind those magical wooden doors but how do you possibly choose your perfect 

oasis from the hundreds of villa options online for bustling Seminyak? 

You don’t need to spend hours on researching the right one, we took care of it and pinned down 

the 15 best villas in Seminyak to inspire you for your next Bali dream getaway. 
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2. THE LAYAR DESIGNER VILLAS & SPA  

Address: Jalan Pangkung Sari No.10 X, Seminyak 

Bookings: bookings@thelayar.com 

Instagram: @the_layar 

Cutting edge contemporary architecture and ultra-chic interiors define these 1, 2, 3 & 4-bedroom 

spacious villas in the heart of trendy Seminyak. The 23 Bali luxury villas offer stunning open 

living spaces, with large swimming pools, beautiful lawns and tropical gardens. 

The bigger villas boast private jacuzzis and media rooms, creating the perfect home-away-from-

home in a designer paradise surrounded by the hottest restaurants, cafes and bars in Seminyak. 

 Prices start at US $294++ for a 1-bedroom up to US $714++ for 4-bedrooms. In high-

season 1-bedrooms are US $420++ and go up to $1,208++ for 4-bedrooms. 

TAC Tip: Once you drag yourself from the pool, take a 5 minute stroll to Seminyak’s cafe 

hotspots Sisterfields and BossMan Burger. You will also find Bali’s hippest 

Mexican restaurant Motel Mexicola a few minutes further down the road. 

 

http://www.thelayar.com/
https://www.google.com.sg/maps/place/The+Layar+-+Designer+Villas+and+Spa/@-8.6797397,115.157914,17z/data=%213m1%214b1%214m5%213m4%211s0x2dd24716bb2e3f69:0xebb346a92924abd8%218m2%213d-8.679745%214d115.160108
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https://www.instagram.com/the_layar/
http://theasiacollective.com/10-most-instagram-able-cafes-in-bali/
https://www.google.com.sg/maps/place/BOSSMAN/@-8.6830647,115.155336,17z/data=%213m1%214b1%214m5%213m4%211s0x2dd24711cc4c948b:0x46b6c35c239f1afc%218m2%213d-8.68307%214d115.15753
http://theasiacollective.com/seminyaks-best-restaurants/


3. VILLA SHAMBALA 

Address: Jalan Saritemuku No. 8E, Gang Kahyangan, Badung, Seminyak 

Bookings: Click here to send an inquiry 

Instagram: @villashambalabali 

This sophisticated and peaceful 5-bedroom Seminyak villa is located in a beautiful quiet gang 

(typical narrow Bali street), only a few minutes walk to Seminyak Beach and Jl Oberoi 

(famously called Seminyak’s Eat Street). The awe-inspiring unique and traditional Balinese 

architecture is cleverly combined with a trendy modern aesthetic, with spacious lawns, beautiful 

gardens, and a majestic 19 metre swimming pool. 

With 5 elegant ensuite bedrooms, numerous lounge areas, in-door and out-door dining, and 2 

media rooms, Villa Shambala is the perfect island paradise for long summer days relaxing by the 

pool with your friends and family. 

 Prices start at US $990++ in low-season and US $1,390++ for high-season. 

TAC Tip: You would be forgiven for not wanting to leave the villa once you arrive, but if you do 

feel like venturing out for sunset drinks in Seminyak, Ku De Ta is only a 2 minute walk down the 

lane. Our favourite Italian restaurant Hanks Pizza is also 2 minutes in the opposite direction. 

 

http://www.elitehavens.com/villa-shambala-villa/seminyak-bali-indonesia.aspx
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5. VILLA LULITO 

Address: Oberoi, 12B, Gg. Darma, Seminyak 

Bookings: Click here to send an enquiry. 

Smack in the centre of trendy Seminyak, this colonial-inspired 4-bedroom villa will make your 

designer (and Instagram) heart beat a little faster as you get lost in exploring the clean ulta-chic 

decor and modern Balinese furnishings while taking mental notes for your own home. 

The three separate white-on-white living spaces surround the 14 metre swimming pool as the 

villa’s centrepiece, with a 2-level sleeping pavilion, spacious dining area and tropical landscaped 

gardens. 

 Prices start at US $950++ for low-season and US $1,190++ for high-season. 

TAC Tip: Step out onto Jl Kayu Aya and dine at our favourite Seminyak 

restaurants Urchin and Sea Circus. Spoil yourself at the nearby spa Body Works and don’t leave 

Bali without stuffing as many homewares as possible from Kim Soo Home into your suitcase! 
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8. VILLA ADASA 

Address: Jl. Lasamana Oberoy No.22, Seminyak 

Bookings: Click here to send an inquiry. 

This 3-bedroom villa in the stylish part of Seminyak is pure #livingroomgoals with every 

designer interior and decor achingly chic! Think 1930’s black and white Bali prints, 

colourful Batik cushions, Turkish and Tibetan rugs on a fresh white structural-canvas. 

Set amongst the thick of the action, and surrounded by beautiful art galleries, this luxury 

hideaway is perfect for a close group of friends or family who enjoy the finer things in life. 

 Prices start at US $725++ in low-season and US $875++ for high-season. 

TAC Tip: Perfectly positioned moments away from Seminyak’s party restaurant Motel Mexicola, 

day spa favourite Body Works, and an extra few minutes walk to stunning beach-front restaurant 

La Lucciola. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.elitehavens.com/laksmana-estate-villa-adasa-villa/seminyak-bali-indonesia.aspx
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10. VILLA LILIBEL 

Address: Jalan Laksmana No. 14B, Seminyak 

Bookings: Click here to send an enquiry. 

This giant 6-bedroom villa wins our points for location! It’s a relaxing hideaway in Seminyak 

with the beach only 300m away, and the best eateries less than a 2 minute walk in the 

opposite direction. 

Set smack bang in the middle of cosmopolitan Seminyak, the glamorous villa with large indoor 

and outdoor living areas, a long swimming pool and tropical greenery, is the perfect choice for a 

big group looking to relax during the day and wine and dine the surrounding restaurants offering 

world-class cuisine at night. Why not treat yourself with a spa treatment in your very own air-

conditioned spa room? 

 Prices start at US $1,195++ during low-season and US $1,600++ during the high-season. 

TAC Tip: You’ve got our favourite restaurants Urchin and Sea Circus only a 2 minute walk in 

one direction and Seminyak’s best coffee at Sisterfields or Revolver in the other direction. For 

interiors shopping, you can’t go past nearby Kim Soo Home. 
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11. VILLA BATAVIA 

Address: Jalan Laksmana No. 22, Oberoi, Seminyak, Bali 

Bookings: Click here to send an enquiry. 

Walk into the garden jungle of Villa Batavia and you’ll be taken a mile away from the buzzing 

streets of Seminyak. The quiet and gracious residence brims with antiques and artefacts inspired 

by Asia’s 1930’s heritage hotels. 

The spacious 5-bedroom villa provides all the privileges of luxury living, but dazzles with a 

charming historic story throughout the living and dining areas. Enjoy the relaxing sounds of the 

garden’s waterfall while swimming in what feels like your own tropical jungle (minus the 

monkeys). 

 Prices start at US $760++ in low-season and US $1,190++ for high-season. 

TAC Tip: Walk a few minutes to nearby La Lucciola for a sunset cocktail on the beachfront of 

Seminyak, and dine at a selection of nearby restaurants, including Bali’s evergreens such 

as Sarong and Merah Putih. 
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